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Abstract

Structural changes, i.e. the creation and deletion of com-
ponents, and the change of interactions are salient features
of adaptive systems. To model and specify these systems
variable structure models are required, i.e. models that
entail in their own description the possibility to change
their structure. To execute these models a simulator with a
clear semantic of intertwining structural and non-structural
changes is required.

In JAMES different simulator components, e.g. for paced,
unpaced, sequential, and parallel simulation, support the
continuous use of models and simulation from specification
to testing and a composition of the simulation engine on
demand. Two types of simulator components for variable
structure models are developed, integrated into the simula-
tion layer, and the implications discussed.

1. Introduction

Variable structure models play traditionally an important
role in areas like ecology and biology, processes like suc-
cession of ecological systems and differentiation at cellular
level are prominent representatives of these classes [26, 4].
The more software systems shall work in open dynamic
environments or exhibit properties like autonomy, flexibil-
ity, self-organization, or regulation, the more structural phe-
nomena like the emergence of new organization structures,
the generation and the loss of components become of inter-
est. Examples are providing services in AD HOC networks
[9], or the new initiative directed toward building regener-
ative software systems [14]. Although systematic experi-
mentation is not as often used in Computer Science as in
other scientific areas [22], the need for modeling and sim-
ulation as a tool to support the design and analysis of soft-
ware systems increases with the number of concurrent, dis-
tributed software systems that shall run in open, dynamic
environments. In the area of multi-agent systems, model-

ing and simulation has found its place to explore abstract
phenomena of cooperation and coordination based on mod-
eled agents [12], for testing agent implementations in com-
petitive scenarios like ROBOCUP and ROBOCUPRESCUE,
[21], and for evaluating the performance of agent systems
[19]. In the context of embedded systems models of the
software [18] and models of the environment [16] are used
to automatically generate test cases. Generally, the continu-
ity of modeling and simulation throughout software devel-
opment processes is suggested [11] and first challenges for
establishing modeling and simulation in the software de-
sign cycle have been identified [23]. Models that specify
the behavior of software systems are commonly used in de-
signing software, e.g. STATECHARTS specify the adaptive
behavior of agents and their roles, e.g. [31, 15, 5], as do
Petri Nets, e.g. [32, 13]. These models are used to auto-
matically generate source code, e.g. [15], to analyze certain
properties of the system [32], or for simulation, e.g. [13].
A clear operational semantics which defines the simulation
of the modeled systems is seen as an asset of any modeling
formalism. E.g. the operational semantic of the stochastic
pi-calculus has been implemented in a discrete event simu-
lator. However, the operational semantics of models, which
is used for simulation, has seldom been as emphasized as
in DEVS. When Zeigler developed the modeling formal-
ism in the 70s and 80s, he specified the operational seman-
tics in the abstract simulator and all DEVS variants have felt
obliged to do so afterward [30]. This clear statement how
a DEVS model is executed has been seen as one of the ad-
vantages of using DEVS [3, 34]. In the following we define
abstract simulators that allow to execute variable structure
models that are based on the PDEVS (ParallelDEVS) [33]
formalism in a flexible and unambiguous way.

2. Background

The model design in DEVS distinguishes between
atomic and coupled models. Coupled models are the means
to develop complex models by hierarchical composition. A
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coupled model is a model consisting of different compo-
nents and specifying the coupling of its components. Its
interface to its environment is given by a set of external in-
put and output events. The description of an atomic model
embraces a set of input events, a state set, a set of output
events, an internal, external, and confluent transition func-
tion, an output and time advance function. The internal
transition function (deltaInt) dictates state transitions
due to internal events, the time of which is determined by
the time advance function. The external transition function
(deltaExt) is triggered by external inputs, which are de-
fined as bags over simultaneously arriving input events. The
confluent transition function (deltaCon) is invoked if in-
ternal and external events coincide. The abstract simulator
is built by a tree of processors. The leafs are simulators
that are responsible for processing atomic models. Inter-
nal nodes are the coordinators, which propagate activation
and input output messages through the processor tree. The
original DEVS formalism [33] does not support the mod-
eling of dynamic structures. It has been extended to de-
scribe model components and couplings being created, re-
moved, e.g. [1, 27, 33]. Our modeling and simulation sys-
tem James (A Java-Based Agent Modeling Environment for
Simulation) is based on the DYNDEVS formalism [27], as
it supports variable structure models by means for reflec-
tion: a model changes its own structure. Atomic models are
responsible for inducing structural changes by model and
network transitions. No dedicated controller resides over
them as required in other approaches, e.g. [1]. JAMES

forms a component-based modeling and simulation envi-
ronment for multi-agent systems. The component based de-
sign idea permeates the entire environment: same as models
can be composed of model components, the simulation en-
gine can be composed of simulator components on demand
[10]. Simulator components for a paced, unpaced, sequen-
tial and parallel simulation have been implemented. Based
on the components the simulation engine can be adapted
to the model’s needs, hardware resources, and the user’s
preferences. Whereas a simulation engine exists that sup-
ports variable structure [29], this simulation engine is not
component-based and puts some restrictions on the execu-
tion of variable structures, i.e. an atomic model can only
delete itself, change its own interaction structure and add
new models in the coupled model it resides in, for all other
structural changes a model has to negotiate. These restric-
tions were adopted to guarantee the autonomy of agents.
However, these restrictions are not necessary for design-
ing a simulation engine. In addition, the metaphor of self-
determined agents burdens the modeling of variable struc-
ture systems that embrace multiple reactive entities access-
ing each others structure unnecessarily. Thus, to leave the
freedom of choice which metaphor to adopt to the modeler,
the new simulation engine puts little constraints on the ini-

Figure 1. dynPDEVS simulator protocol

tiation of structural changes.

3. Parallel execution of variable structures in
DEVS

Following the argumentation line of DYNDEVS, struc-
tural change requests can be issued by any atomic model
during one of its transition functions. Although the atomic
model invokes the structural changes during the transition
function, their actual execution is delayed. Some of the in-
duced structural changes can be realized by the model itself,
others will be sent up the model hierarchy. The structural
change requests are buffered and executed after all models
have finished their state transitions for the actual time t, but
before the timeAdvance method of the models is executed.
Only if the structural changes at one level have been com-
pleted and the done messages have been received, structural
changes at the next higher level of the simulator and model
tree are executed.

Since a model can induce changes at any place in the
model tree an additional complete message passing process,
comparable to the x and y message handling in the DEVS
abstract simulator, needs to be introduced. This means that
a model can be activated by either a *, x, or sc (structure
change) message. Structural changes are always executed
from bottom to top, i.e. first structural changes at the level
of atomic models are executed (ρα function in the DYN-
DEVS definition), followed by the structural changes to be
applied at the level of the coupled model. Which messages
are propagated through the simulator tree in which direc-
tion can be seen in Figure 1. Each arrow from the parent
to a child forms an entry point into the protocol which is
executed from left to right. This necessitates that null mes-
sages are sent in case no actual inputs, cp. [33], or structural
changes have to be processed.

3.1. An abstract simulator

For ease of reading we have not split up the code accord-
ing to our pre-, do-, and postEvent template.
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01 send * to child
02 wait for y message from child
03 send x message to child
04 wait for sc message from child
05 send sc message to child
06 wait for done message from child

Figure 2. Pseudo Code of the next step
method of the root coordinator

The RootCoordinator in Figure 2 receives an incoming
structure change message (04) and sends an (empty) struc-
ture change message to its child (05). A received structure
change message is currently not executed - because in the
current version it is assumed that a coupled model embraces
the entire model and all activities, structural and non struc-
tural, happen within it. The remaining lines of the root co-
ordinator’s code describe the usual DEVS processing: I.e.
sending the * message (01), waiting for the y message (02),
sending the empty x message (03), and finally waiting for
the done message (06).

01 when receive *, x or sc message
02 if message is * or x message
03 if message is * message
03 receive * message
04 send * to imminent children
05 wait for y messages from those children
06 send y message to parent
07 wait for x message from parent
08 fi
09 receive x message
10 send x messages to all influenced and

imminent children
11 wait for sc requests
12 send structural change message to parent
13 fi
14 receive sc message from parent
15 send sc message to children
16 wait for done messages from any

activated children
17 execute sc requests
18 send done message
19 end when

Figure 3. Pseudo Code of the dynamicPDEVS
coordinator

The coordinator in Figure 3 is activated either by an in-
coming *, x, or sc (structure change) message. The coordi-
nator has now to handle incoming sc messages from its par-
ent and its children, which implies waiting for them (11,14),
and propagating them (12,15), and executing those that re-
fer to the associated coupled model of the coordinator (17).
Thus, all structural changes that affect models located be-
low the coupled model are executed before the correspond-

ing coordinator sends its done message (18) to its parent.

01 when receive *, x or sc message
02 if message is * or x message
03 if message is * message
04 receive * message
05 lambda
06 send y message to parent
07 wait for receive x message
08 if isEmpty (x message)
09 deltaInt
10 else
11 receive x message
12 deltaCon
13 fi
14 else
15 receive x message
16 deltaExt
17 fi
18 send sc message
19 fi
20 receive sc message
21 execute sc requests
22 send done message
23 end when

Figure 4. Pseudo Code of the dynamicPDEVS
simulator

The simulator in Figure 4 can be activated (as the above
Coordinator) by a *, x, or sc message. A * or a x mes-
sage starts the normal DEVS processing. To complete the
processing a message with all structural changes buffered
during the δ-functions (or null if none) is sent to the parent
(18). Afterward the simulator waits for a structure change
message from its parent, which might be null, though (20).
At line 20 the simulator will start its computation if acti-
vated by a sc message. If structural changes are due they
will be executed (21). Finally, the simulator sends a done
message to the parent (22).

3.2. Coordinating structural change messages

Structure change messages are executed bottom up the
simulator hierarchy. Each simulator and coordinator filters
the messages that it will process itself. At each coordinator
the messages requesting structural changes are processed in
the following order: 1. Create models, 2. Create couplings,
3. Remove Couplings, 4. Remove models

1 before 2: Couplings can only be added to existing mod-
els. Therefore it is important to guarantee that all mod-
els are created before the couplings are added. Other-
wise the adding of couplings might fail.

3 before 4: If a model is removed all its couplings are
removed as well. If a coupling that does not exist shall
be removed this might be interpreted as an error.
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1 before 4: A removal of a model is valued higher than
invoking the creation of the same model.

2 before 3: A removal of a coupling is valued higher than
invoking the creation of the same coupling.

The latter two rules prevent nondeterministic model be-
havior: If two models want to change structures in a way
that one of the models adds entity (model or coupling) x
while the other model removes x the execution could either
end up with an exception (added an already existing entity)
or simply with x existent. However, the result would de-
pend on the (random) order of the requests. Please note that
structural changes are induced by atomic models which do
not have access to the actual overall model structure, they
rely on their knowledge about the model structure, which
might be wrong.

Structural change requests that are not executable, are
(a) the entity to be removed is not there, (b) the entity to be
added is already there or (c) a coupling shall be created with
at least one not existing model.

By default the system will throw an exception which im-
mediately stops the simulation. However, as there may be
scenarios where this shall not been interpreted as an error,
these exception mechanism can be turned off: neither the
change inducing model nor the modeler becomes aware of
the fact that a change has failed.

The mapping of the structural change requests to the ac-
tual structure is based on knowing the names of models. If
a model wants to add another model to the coupled model,
it belongs to, or wants to delete one, it only needs its short
name. If a model wants to access the components of another
coupled model it has to know the full name, which is built
by including all the coupled models the accessed compo-
nent is nested in. Thus, the modeler can restrict the possibil-
ity to induce structural changes directly by making a model
only aware about the names of the models that belong to
the same coupled model, to realize the old JAMES strategy.
To mimic the controller suggested by Barros [2], an atomic
model could be defined as a kind of concierge for each
coupled model, which knows about all model-components
and their interactions in the coupled model it resides in and
which is informed about all changes.

4. Adding external processes

EPI (external process interface) processing means that a
model has an interface to an external process through which
model and external processes can communicate while the
simulation continues. Therefore, the definition of atomic
models is extended by peripheral input and output ports.
The peripheral ports can be interpreted as part of the state,
as they are accessed each time the state is accessed: all func-

Figure 5. DEVS simulator protocol with guar-
antees

tions read the peripheral ports and the transition functions
are responsible for filling the peripheral output ports.

The simulation layer is responsible for synchronizing
simulation and externally running software. Simulation
time and wall clock time can be used for synchronizing, in
the latter case the simulation should run in paced mode - re-
lating simulation progress to the progress of wall clock time
[7]. In the following we will focus on the unpaced variant
and a synchronization in simulation time. If the externally
running software does not provide information about sim-
ulation time, the time model which is associated with an
atomic model can be used for that purposes. It maps the re-
source consumption of the external process into simulation
time.

Synchronization in the unpaced parallel variant is done
by using a guarantee asking mechanism and explicit time
models for each external process [24]. Before a (*, t) mes-
sage for any t is sent all simulators are asked for a guarantee
that the next input (from the external process) to the model
does not arrive before the time that shall be processed. The
guarantee message precedes the star message (Figure 5).
Unlike the passing of *, x/y, and sc messages, guarantee
messages are processed in a separate pulse from top to bot-
tom and bottom to top of the simulator hierarchy. As long
as external processes are running the guarantee pulse alter-
nates with the original simulation pulse, which is responsi-
ble for processing structural and non structural events.

4.1. An abstract simulator

The RootCoordinator in Figure 6 differs from the one
introduced in Figure 2. First a dynamic epi PDEVS Root-
Coordinator asks for a guarantee for the next tn (time of
next event), to ensure that no external process will deliver
any result with a smaller time stamp than tn. If one of the
guarantee requests returns a guarantee for a time less than
tn instead of the guarantee for time tn then this value will
represent the new time of next event that will be processed
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01 send guarantee request for tn
02 wait for receive guarantee answer
03 if guarantee time < tn then
04 tn = guarantee time
05 send * to child
06 wait for receive y message from child
07 send x message to child
08 wait for receive sc message from child
09 send sc message to child
10 wait for receive done message from child

Figure 6. Pseudo Code of the dynamic epi
PDEVS root coordinator

in the simulation (04). The remainder of the RootCoordi-
nator processing is equivalent to the code of the previously
introduced one.

01 when receive *, x, sc or guarantee request
message

02 if message is guarantee request
03 send guarantee requests to epi children
04 wait for receive guarantee affirmation

from those
05 send min guarantee affirmation to parent
06 else
07 if message is * or x message
08 if message is * message
09 receive * message
10 send * to imment children
11 wait for y messages from those children
12 send y message to parent
13 wait for x message from parent
14 fi
15 receive x message
16 send x messages to all influenced and

imminent children
17 wait for sc requests
18 send structural change message to parent
19 fi
20 receive sc message from parent
21 send sc message to children
22 wait for done messages from any

activated children
23 execute sc requests
24 send done message
25 end when

Figure 7. Pseudo Code of the epi dynamic
PDEVS coordinator

The Coordinator in Figure 7 is compared to the Coor-
dinator in Figure 3 slightly extended. Handling guarantee
messages is done like in the other parallel, unpaced, epi co-
ordinator, see [10]. If the message received is a guaran-
tee request this request is forwarded to all subtrees which
have at least one model with an attached external process
(03). Afterwards the coordinator has to wait until it receives
the corresponding answers (04). As a last step in guaran-

tee message handling the minimal guaranteed time of all
received guarantees is sent to the parent processor. If the
message received is not a guarantee message the same mes-
sage processing as in the Coordinator (Figure 3) is started.

01 when receive *, x, sc or guarantee request
message

02 if message is guarantee request message
03 wait until all time models of all external

processes are ≥ request or finished
04 send affirmation (min time of all time

models)
05 else
06 if message is * or x message
12 if pending ext.process msgs with

current time
13 charge the corresponding state ports
07 if message is * message
08 receive * message
09 lambda
10 send y message to parent
11 wait for receive x message
14 fi
15 if isEmpty (x message)
16 deltaInt
17 else
18 receive x message
19 deltaCon
20 fi
21 else
22 receive x message
23 deltaExt
24 fi
25 send sc message
26 create external processes and/or

transmit peripheral outport start value
assignments

27 fi
28 receive sc message
29 execute sc requests
30 send done message
31 end when

Figure 8. Pseudo Code of the dynamic epi
PDEVS simulator

In comparison with the simulator (Figure 4) an EPI sim-
ulator (Figure 8) requires to handle guarantee messages and
to charge the peripheral input ports and output ports so the
information from and to the external processes can be ac-
cessed. If activated by a guarantee message (02), the sim-
ulator will check all timeModels of all attached processes
whether they can give the guarantee or whether the pro-
cesses have finished with a smaller timeStamp (3), after-
wards it sends its minimum guarantee to the parent pro-
cessor. This is the typical behavior of all unpaced, parallel
EPI simulators and implemented in the pre-event template
method, which all of them share. If a star or external mes-
sage is received and there are pending messages from an ex-
ternal source for the current time the peripheral input ports
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shall be charged (12+13). After sending sc messages to the
parent and before executing structural changes at the level
of the simulator, the simulator creates all external processes
to be created parameterized by the values in the peripheral
output ports.

4.2. The problem of migration

At the moment a model is deleted, all external processes
will be stopped. If a model is created an external process
might be created together with the new model. A change
of coupling does not affect the externally running process.
A model might migrate by changing successively its cou-
plings and even the coupled model it resides in. In this
case, the model continues to exist and the external process
will not be affected by the migration. If the migration of a
model means that a model ceases to exist as a model and
is transported through the model as a simple message, then
the question arises what shall be done with the externally
running processes. If only a process is moved without the
state, everything is newly created at the target domain. If the
migration means that an agent migrates including its state,
different migration strategies can be distinguished:

• weak: the agent and its external processes are stopped
and the agent is started by using an explicit entry point
or

• strong: the agent, its state and its external processes
are suspended and resumed to work at the target.

The easiest solution for agents and models alike is to use
the weak migration concept which implies that all exter-
nally running processes will be suspended, and in case of a
successful migration will be stopped.

5. Combining Processors

The processor architecture allows the flexible combina-
tion of different processors (see Figure 9) [10] to compute
a model in the most efficient way. Sequential and parallel
variants can be replaced more or less arbitrarily. However,
simulators that have an external process running require that
all coordinators up to the root are able to handle the guar-
antee messages. As structural changes can not be restricted
to one area of the model, all simulators should be able to
handle variable structure models. So one variable structure
model implies that all simulators and coordinators are able
to process variable structures. So the entire tree is built from
coordinators and simulators implementing the protocol for
processing structural changes.

Moving, adding, or removing models introduces high
dynamics into a model tree. This leads to the requirement
that the processors must be adapted to the tree after each

EPI
S

S

EPI
C

EPI
C

I Seq

EPI
RC

Pac
S

Pac
S

C

C

I Pac
Seq

 RC

Figure 9. Example combinations of different
processors

structure change. Hereby, the possibility to combine epi
with non - epi dynamic structure handling processors cre-
ates a problem. For epi processing it is sufficient to have
epi processors on the path from the epi model to the root
(Figure 9, left example). The adaptation of the processor
tree can become quite expensive because new processors
have to be created and integrated in the existing process-
ing structure and data from the previous processors needs
to be transferred. Different strategies to tackle this prob-
lem can be imagined: (a) full epi processing - all (coupled-
)models are computed by epi processors (b) full adaption -
as soon as a path looses the last epi model all its processors
are changed (if an epi model is inserted into a path with-
out an epi model the processors need to be changed, too)
(c) lazy adaption - once epi the processors will not be con-
verted back, only if an epi model is inserted into a coupled
model which before was composed of models without inter-
face to an external process, the coordinator will be adapted
and if needed all the coordinators on the path up to the root.
The first solution seems to be the most practical, and the ad-
ditional effort in comparison to a non epi processor seems
neglectable.

6. Applications

In [28] the tryptophan synthase is a multi-level model
of metabolic processes comprising several thousands of
models, most of which are homogeneously structured.
Couplings are dynamically added and removed to deliver
metabolites to randomly selected enzymes. Currently the
model is extended to include the tryptophan operon which
regulates the tryptophan production. Model components
representing DNA, mRNA, ribosomes, mRNA polymerase,
and a set of different enzymes, are involved in a complex
interaction: thousands of models are dynamically added
and connected to others and models are moving across the
model tree hierarchy. These are examples for models that
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comprise several thousands of reactive entities exhibiting
changing coupling and compositional structures. No exter-
nal processes have been invoked and thus the models are ex-
ecuted by the parallel dynPDEVS simulator or its sequential
counterpart.

Reactive entities, i.e. mobile agents, are the subject of
another application: where we test the possibilities to let
mobile agents run in a simulated environment. For that pur-
pose models, so called ambassadors, have been defined in-
teracting with the externally running processes and reflect-
ing crucial changes into the simulated environment [25].
Thus, Mole agents can be executed in the virtual environ-
ment as they are executed in their normal run-time environ-
ment. Each Mole agent is started by a synchronous invo-
cation of its methods in the simulation. Calls, the sending
of messages etc. of the invoked agent’s methods are redi-
rected into the simulation environment. Agents frequently
migrate from one location to other locations, thus initiating
a migration of the ambassadors through the virtual network.

Deliberative entities and with this the invocation of plan-
ning systems, are at the core of testing the role of commit-
ment strategies in a dynamic test bed [20]. The planners are
invoked synchronously and the time models are used to put
more or less time pressure on the planning activities of the
agents. Another application analyzes different deliberation
strategies to overcome the economic and demographic con-
sequences of disasters in pre-modern towns. The model in-
cludes several thousands of utility-based models, e.g. mer-
chants, workers, and craftsmen, and one deliberating actor:
the local authority. Here, the time model is constant as only
the result of the deliberation process is of interest, rather
than how long the local authority of the town does need to
come up with a plan [6].

7. Implementational details

By further using the template pattern (see [10, 8]) the
effort for creating these new simulators was reduced. The
creation of further processors is additionally facilitated by
encapsulating the newly added functionality (sc message
parsing, passing, and execution as well as the epi handling)
in separate classes. Thus, for new processors which shall
support sc message or epi handling, we only need to weave
the calls to the separate class methods into the existing (in-
herited) code.

8. Conclusions

By providing a set of different simulator components in
JAMES the simulation engine can be easily adapted to the
characteristics of the model, the underlying infrastructure,
and the users preferences [10]. We developed simulator

components dedicated to support variable structure mod-
els. One simulator enriches the traditional parallel simu-
lation in DEVS by variable structures and one integrates
variable structures into a simulator which supports an in-
teraction between simulation and external processes. Each
simulation engine comprises the DEVS typical simulators
and coordinators. Whereas sequential and parallel simula-
tors and coordinators can be combined in the simulator tree
rather freely, one variable structure simulator requires that
all simulators and coordinators have to be able to process
variable structures. The new flexibility at the level of the
model, i.e. being able to change the structure anywhere in
the model hierarchy, implies high adaptation costs at the
level of simulators. To reduce the adaptation costs, the sim-
ulator tree should be initiated with simulators and coordina-
tors that support as many of the potentially required features
as possible. What kind of structural changes can be initi-
ated, is only limited by a model’s knowledge about its en-
vironment, thus diverse strategies to support variable struc-
ture models as implemented in different simulation systems
can easily be realized, by providing certain knowledge only
to certain models. While the unpaced EPI simulator sup-
ports the synchronous invocation of external processes, for
an asynchronous interaction between simulation and exter-
nal processes different strategies are required. An example
is the asynchronous communication of JAMES with the Au-
toMinder software [17]. An already implemented software
to remind elderlies shall be tested in a virtual household en-
vironment. Therefore we already introduced a first paced
epi variant [24]. This variant needs to be refined and to be
adapted to the new way of handling structural changes.
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